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In the context of the present discussion, the dynamics of excellence give rise to two key problems, which I will attempt to discuss in detail. The first problem is that the seeking of excellence, and even using the term "excellence" as a goal, inevitably means the defining of mediocrity and failure -that is, of worthlessness. The second problem is that the term "excellence" itself is a hollow concept denoting nothing more than "I tie my shoelaces faster than you. " This means that only a few can ever "excel, " and as in a bell curve, should the curve grow, this would cease to be excellence. In such a case, excellence criteria would have to be altered, placing excellence beyond the reach of most of its seekers. It bears noting that to use an empty concept as an educational ideal is to abandon education itself as a medium of worth; those who pass through its doors, therefore, become worthless from the outset.
The concept of "excellence" derives from the Greek concept of Arête (ἀρετή), which had multiple meanings in classical Greek culture. Aristotle, perhaps the father of excellence-as-educational-ideal, 1 explained that "To say that arête has a common definition of excellence or fulfillment may be an overstatement simply because it was very difficult to pinpoint arête, much less the proper ways to go about obtaining it. " 2 The concept was used in numerous senses: as a hero's courage (in Homer,) as an ideal human quality to aspire to (virtue in Aristotle), as an optimal match between a person and his tasks, as an expression of selfrealization, and especially as athletic perseverance and determination (in the context of Grecian physical education). The pedagogic meaning that Aristotle assigned it included, among other things, an emphasis on theoretical study as a supreme sort of arête, understood as "knowledge": that perfect expression of human potential which guarantees our happiness.
The Grecian regard for arête is unique in presenting arête as a coveted ideal, seen also in its personification as the goddess Arête, sister of Harmonia. This personification, together with Arête's telltale position alongside Harmonia (herself a coveted ideal related to knowledge), indicate the significance of "arête" as an independent concept. In the Grecian view, arête is among other things a consciousness and a mental orientation, meant to award its practitioner with social recognition, but neither dependent on nor resulting from that recognition. Although cultivable through education, arête lies within.
The reduction of arête to excellence signals its loss of meaning and its minimization to relativity and comparison. Excellence in its contemporary educational sense cannot stand alone, and is entirely a function of
